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Retractable Tool Lanyard &
Single Tool Holster
Together the Cobra MkII and single tool holster provide a
perfect tool solution system. The Cobra comes supplied
with a single tool holster attached making it an ideal
combination, ergonomically optimised design providing
quick tool holstering and fast tool draw. Designed with
single deep pocket suitable for a wide range of small
hand tools, the holster will accommodate and fit on to
standard (50mm) width existing universal tool belts.
Rated for hand tools up to 5kg.

Spiral Tool Lanyard
The rugged Spiral Tool Lanyard is a premium tool tethering solution
specifically required for demanding and intensive applications. The
lanyard provides superior user flexibility, combining expansion properties
with swivelling end terminations for improved performance, making
this ideally suited to daily work. Optimised reach and coil retraction
minimises the likelihood of snagging and tripping associated hazards.
The unique reinforced coil design dampens any impact force generated
from a dropped tool. The lanyard is 44cm long and expands to 1.95m.
Lanyard cable is 7mm in diameter with a 2.5mm coated steel wire core,
encapsulated within a protective rubberised synthetic sheath. Rated for
hand tools up to 5kg.

Wrist Tool Lanyards
The wrist tool lanyard is attached with a Velcro strap or a belt buckle fastener to become the anchor point. A single tool attaches
to the lanyard with a steel clip. This type of lanyard is very efficient for short-term tasks where a worker might be using a small
hand tool throughout the duration of the task with small interruptions when the user’s hands need to be free. Allows the hand tool
to be easily accessible with a simple flick of the wrist.
Each wrist tool lanyard can be connected to the tool, directly from the ‘D’ ring or with a swivel attachment or via one of the
following lanyards, polyester webbing loop, steel wire loop, elasticated webbing or spiral lanyard. Rated for hand tools up to 5kg.

Each lanyard has a unique sealed serial number label for your control and inspection.
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